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"I suppose we shall get reported for this," said young
Val&ie dejectedly "If I get expelled it will be very annoying
to my father *
"Reported?' asked Armand "Expelled? My dear
lad, I am not going to report you This regrettable incident
is due to the hot weather and our famous mistral Shake
hands with Bourdin and forget it"
They shook hands, but young Barbier carried the story
to his uncle, who passed it on to M Martin
M Martin desired a private conversation with Captain
Gati&res He referred to the fight in class
"I must warn you, Gati&res," he said, "that you are
not a good disciplinarian As the Director of this Lycee, I
am responsible for its name and reputation I regret that
you did not report those boys *
Armand shrugged his shoulders and laughed
"No harm done, sir f The spirit of youth—rather hot
It was on a point of history It shows a keen interest in their
studies Gaston Bourdin is reading the life of Marat Young
Val&ie is making an intensive study of the French Revolution "*
The Director of the Lycde looked exactly like M Pomcar^
when addressing his political opponents
*No doubt you were a good officer in the war, he said
stiffly, "but one handles a class rather differently from a
battalion *
"It's the same human nature," argued Armand "An
officer can only handle a battalion with sympathy and a
sense of humour Boys respond to the same spirit They
object to being treated like robots I uphold their objection
As a matter of fact, my dear M Martin, these boys of ours
are splendid I am filled with admiration for their intelligence
and character France ought to be proud of them "
M Martin permitted himself a faint smile
^They are perhaps no worse than their predecessors/* he
admitted grudgingly "But all boys of a certain age are
primitive barbarians One has to tame them in order to

